
I AM  YOUR 1 NIKKOR FINDER



Nikon 1 system cameras are a fantastic way to capture the speed of life. Offering extraordinarily high-speed performance, impressive 
image quality, innovative features and hassle-free operation, Nikon 1 interchangeable lens cameras offer the perfect balance of power, 
precision, and portability to keep you ahead of the action.

Designed with active lifestyles in mind, the small size of 1 NIKKOR lenses combines with the power and speed of Nikon 1 cameras to 
truly set the Nikon 1 system apart. The 1 NIKKOR range covers practically every type of scene, and each lens is optimized for movie 
recording.

The 1-mount on Nikon 1 cameras is the first lens system to be developed by Nikon since it pioneered the legendary F-mount. Drawing 
on more than 50 years of expertise, the 1-mount is precision-engineered to ensure that each and every 1 NIKKOR lens communicates 
perfectly with the CX-format sensor used in Nikon 1 cameras.

Attach a 1 NIKKOR lens to any Nikon 1 camera, or a 1 NIKKOR AW lens to a Nikon 1 Adventure camera1, and you’ll enjoy portable still 
image and movie recording without compromise every time.

1. 1 NIKKOR AW lenses are compatible with the Nikon 1 AW1 camera body only.

I AM  VISUAL PERFECTION



LEGENDARY NIKKOR OPTICS
The best lenses lead to the best images, and 1 NIKKOR lenses are nothing short of exceptional.

Whether you’re shooting fast action or dramatic viewpoints, a 1 NIKKOR lens brings exciting capabilities to your Nikon 1 system.

The range includes fixed-focal-length / prime lenses and zoom lenses, all of which are quick and easy to change whenever you want 
to swap perspectives. Whether you’re shooting stills or HD videos, 1 NIKKOR lenses boast advances such as Nikon’s renowned 
Nano Crystal Coat that helps prevent lens flare (even in direct light), as well as Silent Wave Motor (SWM) for ultra-fast, ultra-quiet 
autofocusing, Vibration Reduction technology for steady shots, and Power-Drive zoom technology for swift, smooth zooming.  
For more extreme environments, 1 NIKKOR AW lenses are fully water, shock and freeze-proof.1

Choose a fast 1 NIKKOR prime / fixed-focal-length lens for shooting in low light, or to capture images with shallow depth-of-field.

Go for a 1 NIKKOR zoom lens when you want the flexibility to cover a range of different focal lengths with just one lens.

1. 1 NIKKOR AW lenses are compatible with the Nikon 1 AW1 camera body only.



 TELEPHOTO
Close in on the action with a 1 NIKKOR telephoto 

zoom lens. From distant subjects to tight close-ups, 

these compact and powerful all-in-one lenses can 

cover it all, and they are a joy to use handheld.

1 NIKKOR 
VR 30–110MM 

F/3.8–5.6

1 NIKKOR 
VR 70–300MM 

F/4.5–5.6

1 NIKKOR 
VR 10–100MM 

F/4.0–5.6

 WIDE-ANGLE
Put your world in perspective and frame all to 

perfection with a 1 NIKKOR wide-angle lens. Take 

in sweeping mountain ranges or city skylines, fit the 

whole family in or focus on a special individual.

1 NIKKOR 
10MM 
F/2.8

1 NIKKOR 
AW 10MM 

F/2.8

1 NIKKOR 
VR 6.7–13MM 

F/3.5–5.6

 POWER ZOOM
Take control over moving subjects with a 1 NIKKOR 

PD-ZOOM lens. Nikon’s Power-Drive zoom technology 

enables swift, smooth zooming, making these lenses 

especially handy when photographing the action or 

filming movies. 

1 NIKKOR 
VR 10–100MM 

F/4.5–5.6 PD-ZOOM

1 NIKKOR 
VR 10–30MM 

F/3.5–5.6 PD-ZOOM

 NORMAL
Grab a normal zoom lens for the versatility to shoot 

landscapes, action scenes, or portraits. Unpredictable 

moments won’t wait for a lens change: always be 

ready to capture tack-sharp shots without delay.

1 NIKKOR 
32MM 
F/1.2

1 NIKKOR 
11–27.5MM 
F/3.5–5.6

1 NIKKOR 
VR 10–30MM 

F/3.5–5.6 PD-ZOOM

1 NIKKOR 
AW 11–27.5MM 

F/3.5–5.6

1 NIKKOR 
18.5MM 

F/1.8

LENSES



Create inspiring landscapes, flattering portraits, and bring family and 
friends together for group shots without cutting anyone out. Whether  
you want to create a sense of space in an indoor portrait, or experiment 
with wide-angle shots when filming, a 1 NIKKOR wide-angle lens has  
you covered.

1 NIKKOR 
10MM 
F/2.8

1 NIKKOR 
AW 10MM 

F/2.8

1 NIKKOR 
VR 6.7–13MM 

F/3.5–5.6

WIDE-ANGLE



Go wide and stay sharp with this thin, 10 mm wide-angle lens (35mm 
equivalent: 27 mm). Produce portraits with dreamy backgrounds and 
set your subjects apart using the wide f/2.8 aperture. The whisper-quiet 
autofocus is a serious advantage when filming. 

WIDE-ANGLE | 1 NIKKOR 10MM F/2.8

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/1-nikkor-lenses/1-nikkor-10mm-f-2-8


Capture expansive adventure shots from anywhere with this waterproof, 
shockproof, and freeze-proof 1 NIKKOR AW wide-angle lens. The fast 
maximum aperture of f/2.8 means sharp shots of low-light moments, which 
is especially handy when shooting in murky underwater environments.

WIDE-ANGLE | 1 NIKKOR AW 10MM F/2.8

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/1-nikkor-lenses/1-nikkor-aw-10mm-f-2-8


Feel like you’re right in the heart of the action. Thanks to the 6.7–13mm 
focal range (35mm equivalent: approx. 18–35mm), this ultra wide-angle 
zoom lens is a great way to get up close and personal with your subjects.

WIDE-ANGLE | 1 NIKKOR VR 6.7–13MM F/3.5–5.6

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/1-nikkor-lenses/1-nikkor-vr-6-7-13mm-f-3-5-5-6


A 1 NIKKOR normal lens ensures you can capture brilliant 
shots of everyday scenes, even when that great photo or 
movie moment takes you by surprise. Use a Normal zoom 
lens and you can shoot vibrant group shots, impressive 
landscapes, and stunning movies from practically any 
vantage.

1 NIKKOR 
11–27.5MM 

F/3.5–5.6

1 NIKKOR 
18.5MM 

F/1.8

1 NIKKOR 
VR 10–30MM 

F/3.5–5.6 
PD-ZOOM

1 NIKKOR 
AW 11–27.5MM 

F/3.5–5.6

NORMAL



Be free to focus on whatever catches your attention with this thin power-
zoom lens. With a 10–30mm zoom range (35mm equivalent: 27–81mm), 
you can frame wide camera angles or zoom out to capture distant action 
with ease.

NORMAL | 1 NIKKOR VR 10–30MM F/3.5–5.6 PD-ZOOM

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/1-nikkor-lenses/1-nikkor-vr-10%E2%80%9330mm-f-3-5%E2%80%935-6-pd-zoom


Always be ready, even if that great photo or movie moment takes you by 
surprise. With an 11–27.5mm focal range (35mm equivalent: 30–74mm), 
this lens captures everything from an impromptu afternoon in the park to 
a lavish dinner party.

NORMAL | 1 NIKKOR 11–27.5MM F/3.5–5.6

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/1-nikkor-lenses/1-nikkor-11-27-5mm-f-3-5-5-6


Use this bright, portable lens to capture superb low-light images, even at 
low ISO, and portraits with beautiful bokeh. Offers an 18.5 mm focal length 
(35mm equivalent: approx. 50 mm) and fast f/1.8 maximum aperture.

NORMAL | 1 NIKKOR 18.5MM F/1.8

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/1-nikkor-lenses/1-nikkor-18-5mm-f-1-8


On land or under the water, keep on shooting great photos and movies with 
this tough waterproof, shockproof, and freeze-proof zoom lens. The 11–27.5mm 
zoom range (35mm equivalent: 30–74mm) lets you shift from flattering portraits 
to stunning landscapes in an instant, and the wide zoom ring facilitates easy 
zooming, even when wearing gloves.

NORMAL | 1 NIKKOR AW 11–27.5MM F/3.5–5.6

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/1-nikkor-lenses/1-nikkor-aw-11-27-5mm-f-3-5-5-6


Whether you want to shoot landscapes, wildlife, group 
shots, portraits, or extreme close-ups, a 1 NIKKOR telephoto 
zoom lens always frames the moment perfectly. Pair these 
portable precision lenses with your Nikon 1 camera and 
you can enjoy high-speed, handheld telephoto shooting 
wherever you go.

1 NIKKOR 
VR 10–100MM 

F/4.0–5.6

1 NIKKOR 
VR 70–300MM 

F/4.5–5.6

1 NIKKOR 
VR 30–110MM 

F/3.8–5.6

1 NIKKOR 
32MM 
F/1.2 

TELEPHOTO



Shoot striking images with this dedicated portrait lens. With a 32 mm focal 
length (35mm equivalent: approx. 85 mm) and ultra-fast f/1.2 maximum 
aperture, this bright medium-telephoto lens captures the best of people in 
any situation.

TELEPHOTO | 1 NIKKOR 32MM F/1.2

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/1-nikkor-lenses/1-nikkor-32mm-f-1-2


With a versatile 30–110mm focal range (35mm equivalent: 81–297mm) 
this portable telephoto zoom lens is perfect on a city trip. Get close to 
distant subjects with ease, or use it to call attention to someone’s face 
when shooting portraits. 

TELEPHOTO | 1 NIKKOR VR 30–110MM F/3.8–5.6

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/1-nikkor-lenses/1-nikkor-vr-30-110mm-f-3-8-5-6


Shoot whatever inspires you with the 10x zoom lens that does it all. Its versatile 
10–100mm focal range (35mm equivalent: 27–270mm) is like having several 
lenses in one, and Nikon’s Vibration Reduction (VR) system ensures clear stills  
and movies.

TELEPHOTO | 1 NIKKOR VR 10–100MM F/4.0–5.6

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/1-nikkor-lenses/1-nikkor-vr-10-100mm-f-4-0-5-6


With a focal range that extends to an impressive 300 mm (35mm 
equivalent: 810 mm), this outstandingly portable lens is ideal for 
photographing sports, wildlife, and landscapes, and for dramatic 
close-ups of distant action when shooting a movie.

TELEPHOTO | 1 NIKKOR VR 70–300MM F/4.5–5.6

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/1-nikkor-lenses/1-nikkor-vr-70%E2%80%93300mm-f-4-5%E2%80%935-6


Offering smooth zooming and quiet performance when 
you need it, a 1 NIKKOR PD-ZOOM lens keeps perfect 
pace with the action, and is ideal for shooting movies. 
Vibration Reduction (VR) keeps shots blur-free and  
both lenses feature a retractable lens mechanism for 
superior portability.

1 NIKKOR 
VR 10–30MM 

F/3.5–5.6 PD-ZOOM

1 NIKKOR 
VR 10–100MM 

F/4.5–5.6 PD-ZOOM

POWER ZOOM



Be free to focus on whatever catches your attention with this thin power-
zoom lens. With a 10–30mm zoom range (35mm equivalent: 27–81mm), 
you can frame wide camera angles or zoom out to capture distant action 
with ease. 

POWER ZOOM | 1 NIKKOR VR 10–30MM F/3.5–5.6 PD-ZOOM

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/1-nikkor-lenses/1-nikkor-vr-10%E2%80%9330mm-f-3-5%E2%80%935-6-pd-zoom


Film cinematic scenes with the lens made to shoot movies. The 10–100mm zoom 
range (35mm equivalent: 27–270mm) captures images with superb clarity,  
and the power-drive zoom switch easily lets you zoom quickly, or slowly, for 
dramatic impact. 

POWER ZOOM | 1 NIKKOR VR 10–100MM F/4.5–5.6 PD-ZOOM

http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/product/1-nikkor-lenses/1-nikkor-vr-10-100mm-f-4-5-5-6-pd-zoom
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